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Dear Reader,
Instead of things working easier, they’re getting more complicated as time goes by.
Instead of letting the complex devices in our lives run us, here are step-by-step essays on
how to run them.
Since Macs are much easier to operate (and keep running) we’ll use a Mac for this book.
Macs (only) can run the marvelous Super Duper backup app. For the first backup, this
program will back up your entire hard drive to a Western Digital external drive and then
make the clone bootable. For subsequent backups, files that you deleted are removed
from the backup and files that you added or changed are backed up. If your internal hard
drive fails, just hold down the Option key to boot up from the Western Digital drive and
everything will appear just like it did at the time of your last Super Duper backup. When
you get a new internal hard drive, just make a clone of your Wester Digital external drive
on the new hard drive and you’re back in business.
Since Android phones are much easier to run and are also free from the
• fails-all-the-time Apple ID system (that assigns Apple IDs to apps rather than
people) and
• the Apple keychain system that lets Apple insert itself as a (ransomware)
gate-keeper, in charge of when your software works and when it stops
working. Just imagine! Apple throws a switch and all your software quits
working because of the Apple keychain!
To avoid these problems, we’ll use an Android phone for these essays.
Enjoy!
Sherman Barry

www.shermankeene.com
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1–How 2 Keep From Being Spied On
There is a world-wide rush to figure out more and more ways to spy on citizens.
These methods involve watching you with

• Windows 10+
• WiFi credit cards and debit cards
• your phone’s microphone and camera (both of which can be turned on
without your knowledge or permission by evil-doers)
• Your computer’s microphone and camera (both of which can be turned on
without your knowledge or permission by evil-doers)
• voice-controlled devices like radios, toasters, refrigerators and even ovens
• video enhanced doorbell systems
• Zoom meeting software
• Skype software
• Google’s browser: Chrome
• the Google search engine
• the On-Board Diagnostic system of your car
• Smartphone Banking apps which steal your bank account information and
banking passwords
• phones that shut down the bluetooth button press to wake the phone
feature hoping you will use Google spyware to get this feature to work
again. Once you say OK to Google, you get spied on 24 hours a day.
• Apple’s dreadful, coin-sized Key Tag tracking device
HOW 2
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Windows 10+
It was discovered that Microsoft put serious spyware into the core of the Windows
10+ operating system. It can’t be turned off. It can never be erased.

WiFi Credit Cards
Banks have taken the risky step of making debit and credit cards WiFi enabled. This
means a thief, sitting in a supermarket, equipped with a cheap notebook computer
with a high-powered credit card scanner (just like the one at the cash register) can
steal your identity as you stroll by. The thief’s scanner gets . . .

•
•
•
•

Your name
Your credit card number
Your credit card’s PIN
Your social security number

. . . All transmitted UNENCRYPTED to the thief by WiFi. Its everything the thief
needs to perform identity theft. Worse yet, the thief can take any discarded magnetic
strip hotel room key and run it through a cheap magnetic strip writer to write the
victim’s credit card information onto the thief’s stolen hotel room key. Think of it.
How many times does a sales clerk ask to SEE the credit card you are swiping
through the point of sale terminal.
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Phone and Computer Cameras
Hackers have long known how to turn on your computer’s built-in camera
WITHOUT turning on the in-use light. They can watch everything the camera sees
with the computer owner never knowing they’re being watched and video taped.
Same with cellphone cameras!

Phone and Computer Microphones
All the major software companies can turn on your computer microphone and your
cellphone microphone without any notice to you. Same with cellphone
microphones.

Voice-Controlled Appliances
Voice controlled appliances sound cool to many people. What the don’t realize is
the the appliance’s microphone is on 24 hours a day and records EVERYTHING
said in the house and sends these recordings back to Spying Central.

Video Doorbell Systems
Heard of the notorious RING doorbell system? It spies on the homeowner, their
visitors and all service people who come to the door. Neighbors can easily hack into
your Ring doorbell and spy on you. So can thieves.
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Zoom Software
Word is that it started out OK but ten it was purchased by Microsoft who turned it
into spyware. After using Zoom, it continues to monitor your computer’s camera
and microphone even when the software is no longer running.

Skype Software
Skype started out as recommended by Edward Snowden. Then Microsoft purchased
the company and turned Skype into spyware.

Google Chrome Browser
Google’s Chrome browser is spyware. It tracks everything you look at, write or
read.

Google’s Search Engine
Google’s search engine tracks everything you search for, write or read.

Your Car’s OBD (OnBoard Diagnostic System)
It has recently been discovered that the police have figured out how to spy on your
car as it drives by one of their “units” (police cars). Seeing that your check engine
light is on, they police car chases you down, pulls you over and gives you a ticket
based on their spying.
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“Smart”phone Banking Apps
Smartphone banking apps reveal your banking information to any hacker nearby
who has set up the ability to monitor cellphone transmissions. Of all the appliances
you use, your cellphone is the LEAST secure.

Cellphones That Shut Down Wake For Bluetooth Button Press
Samsung phones using T-Mobile have shut down press the bluetooth button to wake
the phone. When you call them to complain, they tell you, “Oh but there’s a workaround. Just use Google.” Then you say, “What? Activate 24 hour a day spyware
that spies on me with my cellphone microphone and cellphone camera? Spyware
that watches everywhere I visit online and everything I type? NO WAY!” And that’s
the way Samsung leaves it: There’s an all spying all the time workaround so we
don’t have to fix the feature that we, ourselves disabled. What an outrage!

The Dreadful Apple Keychain
Somehow Apple has persuaded some computer software makers to force users to
use their ransomeware system called Keychain. Apple turns off your keychain and
all your keychained software instantly stops working.

It’s life, Jim
But not as we know it
Not as we know it
Not as we know it
It’s Life, Jim
But not as we know it
Not as we know it, Jim
HOW 2
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2–How 2 Automate Your Home’s Lighting
For many years, a friendly (non-spying) form of home control has been being
perfected. If you visit www.x10.com you can see their product line.

Accent Lights
Using inexpensive strings of Christmas tree (Tivoli Garden lights) you can
transform your home into a sparkling delight.
Hook up the Christmas tree lights keeping them out of your direct line of sight.
Hook the Christmas tree strings to an X10 Lamp Module. To start with, leave the
House Code set to A and the Unit Code set to 2. Unit Code 1 is a special case that
controlls the on or off setting of a 110VAC outlet on the transceiver. The Unit Code
#1 should, therefore, be reserved for an appliance (perhaps a desk fan) that will turn
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on and off with #1 on and off.
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If you have crystals or other art objects that
can be lit from beneath, get lamp bases and
plug them into other X10 lamp modules. For
smaller (5, 7 Watt Christmas tree bulbs) you
can connect several to one lamp module.

You can also cut a notch (to let the AC cord
out without tilting the base) in one end of a
steel can with both the top and bottom
removed. I wrapped the bottom of the can with
electrical tape as a design “feature.”
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Ordinary desk lamps, Tivoli lights in house
plants like small trees all look wonderful.
Have a china hutch with cut crystal in it?
Use push pins to hang a Tivoli light strand
around the edges, hiding behind the glass
door frame. Plug these light sources into
X10 Lamp Modules all set to Unit Code 2.
Get an X10 HR12A PalmPad Remote
Control. Set it to House Code A. Press
button 2 ON and then the right hand (dim)
blue button. Your accent lights will all dim
together making a beautiful display.
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For this system, get a TM751 wireless transceiver.

When you press #2 ON, the HR12A sends a radio signal to the TM751. The TM751
sends a signal through the AC wiring of the house to every lamp module that set to
the Unit Code of the numbered button you pressed. Pressing #2 ON sends an ON
signal to all lamp modules set to House Code 2.
The TM751 has an AC outlet. This outlet is an Appliance Module outlet meaning
that it can handle a heavier load than a light bulb. You can connect a fan, for
example.
X10 Light Modules can only handle light bulbs which are silently
faded on and off.
X10 Appliance Modules can handle light bulbs but also heavier
electrical loads which are abruptly clicked on and off.
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This is what an AM466 Appliance Module looks like. It looks like a Lamp Module.
Don’t accidentally hook up a serious load device to a Lamp Module by mistake.

Automated Closet Lighting
Have a dark closet? Get an X10 MS16A ActiveEye motion sensor and a TM751
wireless transceiver (or use the same transceiver you used for the Hose Code 2
accent lights).
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Get a string of full-size clear Christmas tree lights to put inside the doorway in the
closet.
Using a small Phillips screwdriver, remove the cover plate.
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Install 2 AAA batteries.

The House Code button is on the left. The Unit Code button is on the right.
The House Code will already be set to A.
There are three settings you need to make.
1.

Set the Unit Code to 3 (so it won’t interfere with your accent lights on Unit
Code 2). To do this press and hold the right button. A red light flashes and
then blinks the number of times for the present setting of Unit Code. It will
blink once.

2.

Release and immediately press the same button the number of time for the
Unit Code you want. In this case press it 3 times and hold on the last press.
The red light blinks the new setting for Unit code: 3 blinks.
To switch this ActiveEye to another House Code perform the same
procedure using the House Code button. The House Code and Unit Code of
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the receiving modules must match the codes set on the ActiveEye motion
sensor for them to work with each other.
3.

To set the length of time the closet light will stay on after an activation, press
the House On button once. Immediately press and hold Unit Code button.
The green light turns on and then, after 3 seconds, the red light flashes to
show the current delay setting: 1 blink. Immediately release and press the
Unit Code button the number of times for the lights out delay you want.
Hold the button down for at least 3 seconds on the last press. The red light
then reports the setting you just made.
2 times for 2 minutes
3 times for 4 minutes
4 times for 8 minutes
5 times for 16 minutes
6 times for 32 minutes
7 times for 64 minutes
8 times for 128 minutes
9 times for 256 minutes

For my closet, I used 3 presses for 4 minutes of dela. So now, when I walk into the
closet, or open the sliding closet door, the ActiveEye sees me and turns on the string
of lights. When the ActiveEye sees no motion, four minutes later, it turns the lights
off.
The X10 system lights on and lights off commands cause the lights to fade up and
fade down. Because of the lack of no abrupt power on/off, the filaments in the light
bulbs are not stressed and so last almost forever.
Use sturdy A and B velcro strips to hang the MS16A on a wall inside your closet.
Plug the transceiver into an AC outlet nearby. Plug a LM465 Lamp Module into the
AC outlet in the closet (or nearest to the closet).
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What takes place is this.
1.

The ActiveEye notices motion

2.

It sends a radio message to the TM751 transceiver.

3.

The TM751 sends a message through the home’s AC wiring to all LM465
Lamp Modules that are set to the same House Code and Unit Code as the
MS16A ActiveEye module.

4.

Hearing it’s code in the home’s AC wiring, the LM465 Lamp Module fades
up the lights in the closet.

5.

4 minutes later, if no more motion is sensed, the MS16A ActiveEye module
sends a lights off signal through the air to the TM751 transceiver which
sends an OFF signal through the house wiring that fades down the closet
lights.

Automating Whole Rooms
You could put Lamp Modules on all your living room lamps and set to Unit Code 4.
Set an ActiveEye on a shelf in the living room set it to send Unit Code 4 as well.
Using the setting method listed above, you can have the lights turn on when you
walk into the room and turn off automatically (after the delay you set up) when you
leave the room. If you want to dim all the living room lights, just have a HR12A
hand controller on the coffee table. Press 4 ON then hold down the right-hand blue
button until the lights dim to the setting you like. If you dim too far, just press the
left-hand blue button for a second to un-dim the lights a little.
Just be aware that once a MS16A is included, any motion it senses will set up an
automatic lights OUT after the appropriate time delay. To stop the MS16A from
doing this, just lay the sensor face down with the sensor end pointed away from the
room. Once you do this, the MS16A will stop operating until it is stood up again.
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Automating A Whole House
If you put one lamp in each room with its Lamp Module set to some unused Unit
Code (like Unit Code 8) you could drive into your house or carport and press 8 ON
on the HR12A you keep in your car. Bingo! A lamp in every room in the house will
turn on. This is a security measure too. If the lights in the house do NOT come on,
drive away and call the police to come with you as you enter the house. If you put
an additional HR12A next to your bed, some evening when you hear a strange
sound press #8 ON before going to see what’s making the noise.

Setting Up Mood Lighting
Let’s suppose you’ve set up your house just like described in this book. Here’s how
you could set up mood lighting.
1.

Turn all the the MS16A ActiveEye modules you have in rooms facing down
to stop them from adjusting the lights.

2.

With the TM751, press 2 ON and then press and hold the right-hand blue

∨

button (marked ) to dim the accent lighting to the desired level. The lefthand blue button raises the light level.
3.

Press 8 ON and then dim your set of one-room lamps.

4.

If you have other lights on other Unit Code lamp modules, light and then
dim these to your liking as well.

5.

If you have a copies of our Aurora Borealis DVD, play them on your big
screen TVs.

Welcome to the wonderful world of X10 ZERO-spying home automation!
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3–How 2 Use Your Photos For Your Android
Backgrounds
1.

Look for a photo in your Photos app that has a U shaped bland zone along
the bottom (where your Android icons will go).

2.

Run the Android File Transfer app that you got at the App
Store.

3.

HOW 2

Plug the Android charging wire into your phone and your Mac.
The phone will start charging and display this foolish message.
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It has a strange and annoying habit of trying to connect to your phone before
the phone has given permission for this.
Because of this harmless programming flaw, you always have to run the
Android File Transfer app twice, once to see this silly message then a second
time to allow it to hook up to your phone.
The Android File Transfer app will display the file structure of your Android
phone.
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4.

Double-click the Pictures folder.

5.

Run the Photos app on your Mac. Drag the photo(s) you want to use as the
phone background images to your desktop. For reasons unknown, you can’t
drag from the Photos app to the Android File Transfer window.
Drag the photos from your desktop to the Pictures folder in the Android File
Transfer Window. I love the astronomy photos from https://images.nasa.gov
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Here’s one I especially like because the
bottom area is fairly plain.
NOTE: Sadly, when you change the
files in your phone, the Android File
Transfer will not show the changes
until you shut it down and re-start it.

6.

Once you have the photos you want to
use in your collection of phone
background images, press and hold in
an empty area on the main screen to
open the pop-up menu1. A small image of your current phone desktop will
appear with the choices:
Wallpapers
Themes
Widgets and
Home Screen Settings along the bottom.
Click Wallpapers.

1

For some reason the Android will not screenshot this pop-up menu.
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7.

HOW 2

Click Menu in the bottom right
corner. Click My Stuff near the
top
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8.

Click Wallpapers
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9.

HOW 2

Click Gallery
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10. Choose one of your photos by
clicking on it
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11. Click Home Screen at the
bottom-left
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12. Click the large oval button at the
bottom labeled Set as wallpaper
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13. Click the close icon at the bottom center of the screen

14. Your phone now has your image as
the home screen background

HOW 2
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Explore other options along the way to learn even more about the inner-workings of
your Android phone.

Consider clicking . . .
Settings
Display
Home screen
Lock home screen layout
. . . to keep from accidentally changing the home screen.

###
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4–How 2 Load Your Music Into iTunes
Driving with an automated Bluetooth player is awesome. It’s like having your very
own radio station that never plays a radio commercial and only plays the songs you
really like.
My last iPod was only 4 GB of memory. My Samsung A10Ee has 32 GB of
memory. Thirty-two billion bytes of memory can hold A LOT of songs!
1.

Check that your car radio can receive Bluetooth audio. If it can not, save up
and get a car radio that has Bluetooth, and a top-of-windshield microphone
(for the car phone feature). I went to a local Audio Express install and had
them install a Kenwood KDC-BT278U that includes Bluetooth (BT),
Pandora, USB, CD, AM FM radio. I had them put in two super-tweeters and
a Kicker baby sub-woofer under the driver’s seat of the Corolla. I can
FINALLY hear (and feel) some base in the car!
NOTE
To test your super-tweeters, have an assistant help you cover and uncover
the super-tweeters at the front of each door. If the highs (of the music
spectrum) don’t “go away,” (the sound remains unchanged) this means your
super tweeters are burned out. Have your audio shop install new supertweeters.
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2.

On your Mac, run your free iTunes app.
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3.

Click the iTunes menu and select
Preferencess.

4.

Click the General tab.
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5.

Click the Import Settings. Set the
Import Using to MP3 Encoder
And the Setting to High Quality (160 kbps) [160 thousand bits per second].
You might be tempted to select a higher Setting (higher kbps) but unless
your car has Bose speakers installed you should not. It would take a really
good set of speakers (and perfect hearing on your part) to tell the difference
between 160 kbps and 320 kbps (the iTunes MP3 max setting).

6.

Before importing each CD, in
iTunes, press Command + N
(new library). Right after
pressing Command + N the
new library name will be
highlighted. Just type the artist name. For this example, I typed TRex.

7.

Select the new library. The lower-right portion of the iTunes window will be
blank.
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8.

Insert your audio CD.

9.

Click the CD
icon on the
upper left
between Music
and Library.

10. The Import
Settings (that
you set up
already) will
appear. Click
OK.
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11. The CD will start being imported. You might
be puzzled: WHERE is the import going? It’s
going into a special folder in iTunes named
Recently Added. In the iTunes left sidebar, near
the top, click Recently Added.

12. You will see the songs being processed one by one.

13. When the importing has completed, drag the Recently Added T Rex icon to
the TRex folder you made.
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The songs are now in both the Recently Added folder and your new T Rex
library.
14. Collect all the music you want in your library by following these same steps.
When your iTunes library is complete, continue the process described in
chapter 5.
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5–How 2 Transfer Your Music To Your
Android Phone
When you have all the CDs collected in iTunes begin the
process of loading them all into your Android phone. Use
the free app Android File Transfer from the Samsung
Gallery.

1.

HOW 2

Connect your phone to the computer using the phone charging cable.
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2.

Wait for the phone to display the
Allow access to phone data question
appears.

3.

Click Allow.
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4.

Shut down Android File
Access and start it back
up. Now its display on
the Mac should look
like this. Double click
the Music folder.

5.

For each artist in iTunes, create an artist folder name by pressing Command
+ Shift + N (new folder) in the music folder of Android File Transfer. Open
the new folder and copy all the songs from iTunes to the phone’s folder.

HOW 2
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6.

When you finish,
your Android File
Transfer window
should look
something like this.

Now you’re ready to
“Pair” your phone to
your BlueTooth car
radio.
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6–How 2 Pair Your Phone With A Kenwood
Radio
1.

Take your phone and sit in the car. Start the engine.

2.

On your phone, select Settings, Communication, Bluetooth.

3.

Turn on the radio and press the On/Off & mode switch (just to the left of the
volume knob) until the screen reads BT Audio.

4.

On the Android phone, click
Settings
Connections
BlueTooth. Click the slide
switch so that Bluetooth is
ON. In this graphic, the
Bluetooth is OFF.
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5.

All the existing pairing
“accounts” will display. The
phone is already asking
permission to pair with the
Kenwood. Click KDCBT278U

6.

The phone will ask permission to pair
with the Kenwood. Click OK.
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7.

In a few seconds or maybe a minute, the Kenwood’s radio model number
will change to Pairing on the Android phone.

8.

The phone will ask permission
to access contacts. Click Allow
so when someone calls you
while you’re driving, the
caller’s name will appear in the
Kenwood display. If Jack is
calling, you can press the
telephone button at the upper
left corner of the radio and say,
“Hi Jack!”
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When someone calls you while you’re driving:

• the music you are listening to fades away
• the Kenwood announces who’s calling
• If the phone knows the caller’s number, the caller’s name appears in the
Kenwood display
• The caller is heard on the car speakers
• The caller hears you via the top-of-windshield Kenwood microphone
Eyes on the road, hands on the steering wheel—this is the right way to handle calls
while driving.
Drivers who have to look away from the road to see what their phone is reporting
or, worse yet, have to look at and “finger” their phone while driving can quickly
turn into an injured person known to the police as a Crash Text Dummy.
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Make sure you have the Samsung Music
player installed on your phone (the app
with the blue background and white note
symbol). If it is not installed, visit the
Galaxy store and install this free app.

1.

HOW 2

Run Samsung Music. It will automatically look in your Music folder where
it will find all the music you copied there from your Mac’s iTunes.
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2.

Slide the top of window menu left or
right until the word Tracks is bolded
and centered. Choosing Tracks will
play all your music from all your
folders. Tracks turns your phone into
a “radio” station that always plays
your favorite music and never plays a
commercial.
Choosing other items in the sliding
left-right menu will play those
selections.
If you turn off shuffle and play The
Brandenburg Concertos, for example,
the entire musical event will be
played straight through—just like
being at a concert.
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3.

Click the blue Now Playing control
(at the bottom of the tracks list) to
view the now playing display full
screen.

4.

NOTE After you select a type of
playback, it is important to press play
(the triangle) to initiate a playback in
that type.
For example, if you’re playing with
Artist in the top menu and you have
selected Diamond Rio recordings,
switching the top menu to Tracks will
have no effect. You have to play a
song in the new menu selection to
start the player playing those songs.
Until you do, the player will continue
playing Diamond Rio even though
the top menu is set to Tracks.
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5.

Be sure the shuffle icon does NOT have a diagonal line through it.
This icon means shuffle. It should appear as two wavy lines
ONLY.

6.

Make sure your car radio is set to play BT or BlueTooth. Press play on your
phone.

7.

Cautiously turn up the volume control until the music reaches the volume
you like.

8.

When you arrive, just turn off the car’s ignition switch. This will turn off the
radio and also put your Samsung Music app into pause. When you return to
the car and turn the key on, the radio will start back up and, in a few
seconds, the smartphone will go back into play exactly where it left off.
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7–How 2 Pair Your Phone With A Silverado
Pickup Truck
In Tucson there is a really friendly and helpful U-Haul rental location. When I
rented a Silverado pickup truck from them, I fell in love with the truck after driving
it for two minutes! What a cool truck!
Here is the U-Haul
location.
4040 W Ina Rd
Tucson, AZ 85741
(just W of
Thornydale Rd)
(520) 575-5380
I rented the truck
from them to move
some new windows
to a home.
I checked the radio
to see if it had a
Bluetooth input selection. It did. I paired the truck to my Android phone and went
down the road listening to my favorite music with no commercial interruptions.
I went back to U-Haul with my camera and asked them if I could sit in the truck and
take pictures of the radio for a book I’m writing. They said, “Sure!” And brought a
brand new truck around for me—just like they did when I rented it!
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In this day and age, finding extraordinary customer service has become more and
more difficult. If you live in Tucson and want to Enjoy a truck or trailer experience,
I highly recommend this location.—Sherman Keene

Here’s how to make a Silverado play all the songs from your Android phone.

1.

Load your phone with songs as described in chapter 4.

2.

On your phone click Settings, Communication, Bluetooth as described in the
chapter 5.

3.

Sit in the cab of the pickup truck and start the engine

4.

Turn on the radio.

5.

Press More.
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6.

Select Bluetooth.

7.

Click Devices.
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8.

Click Add Phone.
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9.
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Your phone will start to
indicate myChevrolet is
available for pairing.
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10. The Silverado’s screen asks of your phone is displaying the proper code
number.
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11. Checking your phone you should see that it is. Click OK.
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12. In the Silverado, click Pair
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13. The phone starts to work on the pairing.
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14. The phone pairs to myChevrolet.
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Now you can press play on your phone or on the Silverado display to play music.
To get your phone to play all the songs randomly, on the phone, be sure that the topof-window Samsung player menu is set to Tracks and that the shuffle button is
selected.

Hands on the wheel, eyes on the road, the music you like the best, never a radio
commercial . . .
Welcome to your very own home-made “radio” station!
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8–How 2 Cool A Summer Swimming Pool
Attaching 500 feet of black contractor tubing to your pool
pump has to huge benefits. The hot water coming from the
coils can heat the pool in the spring and fall, extending the
enjoyment of the pool by a month or more. The water coming
back from the coils can cool the pool at dawn in the summer.
In the southwest in the Summer, swimming pools can become as hot as a bath. To
prevent the Too Hot To Enjoy The Pool syndrome, do this.
1.

Do not use a tarpaulin or other non-breathing pool cover. The best plan is a
shade cloth covering that is elevated slightly above the water surface.
To make a large shade cloth cover, load your sewing machine with tough,
waterproof nylon thread and sew enough pieces of shade cloth together to
cover your pool.
One way to elevate a shade cloth cover is by using PVC pipes across the
pool with the shade cloth draped over them. Another is to feed a rope
through several large fun noodles to position them across the length of the
pool. Drape the shade cloth over the fun noodles.
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2.

Visit
Amazon and
acquire a
Doheny
Cascade
Fountain.

The Amazon page is at
https://www.amazon.com/Dohenys-Cascade-Fountain/dp/B0051BIXBQ/
ref=sr_1_3?
crid=1WCEW5QHBJGZ1&keywords=doheny+pool+fountain&qid=1658111597
&sprefix=doheny+pool+fountain%2Caps%2C115&sr=8-3

Mount the fountain to the pool pump return port.
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Aim the Doheny to spray
high into the air and fall
back into the pool. The
longer the droplets are in
the air, the cooler the
falling water will be. In this
photo, the Doheny should
have been adjusted to spray
higher into the air.
One major benefit of using
shade cloth is that the
falling Doheny droplets
will pass right through it.
Another is the joy
experienced when in the
pool and you pass under
the falling water. It’s very
refreshing.
To prove this to yourself, spray your hand with water from your garden hose. Now
spray the garden hose high into the air and feel the cool water falling back down.
It’s the same principle as an evaporative cooler. When water evaporates, it absorbs
heat.
The definition of a calorie is the amount of heat required to raise 1
cubic centimeter of water by 1º C. To turn 1 cubic centimeter of
100º water into invisible water vapor requires 540 calories. When
the water vapor is lifted (perhaps by a mountain) so that the water
vapor is chilled to the dew point, the water vapor turns back into
water causing each cubic centimeter of water vapor to release 540
calories of heat. The release of so much heat is what makes
thunderstorms so big and powerful.
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If the pool is 88º the water falling from the fountain might be 86º. When the pool
reaches 87º the falling water will be 85º and so forth. In a matter of several hours,
the pool will be cooled down. It is best to acquire a remote reading (radio) pool
thermometer and have the readout on your desk. This will help you learn when to
start the Doheny and when to shut it down. In the dead of Summer, you might find
that starting the Doheny at sunrise makes the pool delightfully cool by 2 or 3 PM.
In Tucson, in the summer, I start the Doheny at 5 AM to pre-cool the pool for the
(mostly) 110º daily heat. Usually when we go in the pool it is 85º or 86º. Getting in
a pool that is 25º cooler than the air is remarkably refreshing.

Water draws body temperature down 25 times faster than air of the
same temperature. That is why it is possible for scuba divers to get
mild hypothermia even when diving in warm water. Floating or
standing under the Doheny’s rain can cool you down too much if
you over-do it. Enjoy the chilly rain but then return to enjoying the
pool itself.

Mounting The Doheny
Take a piece of your pool plumbing (a return port) to a plumbing store along with
the Doheny. Work at it until you build an adaptor that is strong and leak-proof. For
my above ground pool, an adaptor consisting of a short piece of rubber hose was
used with hose clamps to join dissimilar PVC hose pieces to the Doheny.
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Backflushing With A Doheny
Back-flushing the filter can release thousands of particles that will clog the Doheny.
After back-flushing, run the pool pump with the Doheny pin hole nozzle
disconnected for a few minutes to allow any particles to go into the pool rather than
clog the Doheny nozzle. Then, turn off the pump, re-attach the Doheny nozzle and
re-start the pool pump waterfall again.
I have attached 500 feet of ¾ inch contractor tubing to my pool pump’s hose bib
output. A garden hose feeds over to the coils of contractor tubing which connect to
each other by means of the garden hose male and female adaptors I attached to each
end of the tubing. At the end of the 500 feet, a male garden hose adaptor feeds the
coil system’s water back to the pool through a short length of garden hose.
If you attach a similar length of tubing and your tubing is on the ground, you can
make use of an unexpected hydrothermal phenomenon. Turning on the pool pump
before dawn and opening the solar heating hose bib for 5 minutes will put about 25
gallons of ice cold water into the pool. A remarkable discovery in the Tucson
summer is that heat that radiates off the ground (and back into space) includes heat
from water trapped in ¾ inch tubing, lying on the ground.

My pool will hold 5,062 gallons according to the formula 1 sq
foot of water = 7.5 gallons.
L x W x H x 7.5 = gallons of water
15 x 9 x 5 x 7.5 = 5,062 gallons
1 gallon = 8.35 pounds
Therefore my pool weighs
L x W x H x 7.5 x 8.35 = 42,267 pounds (21.1 tons)
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As the Earth’s atmosphere is slowly ruined by the continued
burning of fossil fuels (!) causing more and more greenhouse effect,
one day the cooling of the Earth at night will come to an end. When
the runaway climate disaster finally takes place, it will bring an end
to enjoyment of temperate climates and swimming pools. We just
had a congress person declare he will block any new climate
disaster laws. With friends like that in high places who is needing
an enema?

Lubricating the Doheny Fittings
Do NOT lubricate the Doheny fittings with pool gasket and O-ring grease. The
grease seizes the fittings making them nearly impossible to adjust. Tighten the
various fittings so they are barely snug but not at all tight.
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9–How 2 Avoid Using Chlorine In Your
Pool
As far as I know, there are only two substitutes for chlorine to sanitize your pool
water.

• A box with an expensive glass coil with ultraviolet lamps inside and
outside the glass coil.
• Hydrogen peroxide.

Chlorine stings the eyes, stains clothes and stains hair. You come out of the pool
smelling like a chlorine tablet.
If a chunk of a chlorine “tablet” winds up in some oil on your garage floor and a
foot strikes it like a match, it will spontaneously combust giving off a hot flame.
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There’s a better way. It’s called Softswim C
or Baquacil. It is strong hydrogen peroxide—
much stronger than the kind that is sold in
supermarkets.

The Bad Part
If it touches your skin, your skin will turn
white almost immediately. Gloves and safety
glasses are a must when handling and
pouring Baquacil Oxidizer.

The Good Part
• You pour it into your pool. In 30
minutes it’s safe to go swimming.
• After your pool no longer smells like
chlorine, you can open your eyes
underwater without your eyes
stinging.
• After it sanitizes your pool (or hot tub) water, it turns into oxygen
bubbles and distilled water.

I use it for my hot tub and above ground swimming pool. I just pour it in by
the pool pump intake port, wait 30 and the pool is ready for swimmers.
Any algae is killed instantly and floats to the surface. I skim the water with
my skimmer tool and the pool takes on a beautiful blue color. The sun
sparkles brightly on the bottom of the pool because the water is so clean.
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10–How 2 Make A Small Bird (Only)
Feeder
Bird feeders are very entertaining. Certain bird species, however, spoil the fun.
Ravenous pigeons (including “white wing doves,” squirrels and rats empty the
feeder while keeping all the shy and pretty birds away. This cage feeder fixes that
problem.
Here’s how you make a cage feeder.
1.

HOW 2

Find an old-style wire
milk crate.
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2.

Go to the
hardware
store and
get some
easilybendable
uncoated
wire.

3.

Get some ¼
inch wire
screen—
enough to
run strips
along the
long edges
of the milk
crate. This
prevents the
ravenous
pigeons
from reaching into the dish in the middle of the long edge of the feeder
where the dish is close the the wall.
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4.

Wrap the wire around
the vertical posts of the
milk carte to make the
openings smaller—too
small for big birds,
squirrels and rats.

5.

Get a terra cotta
plant saucer (with
no hole in the
bottom) that fits in
the cage feeder
when it’s upsidedown.

6.

Fill the dish with bird seed in plain sight of, say, your kitchen window and
enjoy the show!

If you have quail coming to your small bird only feeder, be sure you have at
least one on the ground for baby quail.
What a site it is! The big quail run around the cage feeder keeping their babies
safe inside where the baby quail can eat their fill with no danger. The babies
perform a valuable service for the parent birds, too. Even though they have
plenty of seed under their feet, they still follow their instincts and scratch for it
HOW 2
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which tosses some seed out of the cage to be easily accessible for their parents
outside. When the babies have finished dining, the parent birds are right there to
lead them to the next location they visit.
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11–How 2 Make A Push-Button Wildlife
Watering System
As the global disaster progresses due to Big Oil refusing to allow
the development on non-fossil-fuel propulsion, water availability,
along with air quality, is getting worse and worse. As the rich and
powerful continue to ignore the catastrophic world-wide climate
disaster, you can at least provide Heaven On Earth for the wildlife
that frequents your yard.

Here’s a nifty system that will let you fill your wildlife water dishes with (literally)
the push of a button.
There are three big “secrets” to a successful system.
1.

Have the dishes on the ground but not the water delivery system. Have the
water delivered from above so that animals won’t break your system.

2.

Using non-glued PVC ½ inch pipes and pipe fittings. Forget the primer and
the glue. This is a low pressure system. Hand tight is tight enough.

3.

Getting to know the marvelous electrical appliances at www.x10.com The
only trick to the X10 system is making sure that all the components are on
the same House Code (in this example, House Code C is used).

Schedule 40 half-inch PVC fittings will stay connected if there is no back pressure.
All it takes to fill water dishes and birdbaths is to do the water delivery off the
ground. This is especially true if you are in a state where javelinas roam free in your
neighborhood. You can just use “press fit” pipe connections.
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The players in this push-button system are:

1. X10 hand-held remote control

2. X 10 Transceiver Module (radio receiver). The hand-held remote
control transmitter sends a radio signal. The module (below)
receives this radio signal and sends an ON message through the
AC wiring of the hose. If the signal is for Unit Code 1, this module
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also turns on the AC power to it’s built-in outlet too.
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3. A Rainbird 24 VAC water valve

4. 10 foot PVC pipes
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5. PVC male and female end caps. This is a photo showing a length
of PVC pipe, two 90º fittings, two short pieces of half inch PVC
and a PVC 45º fitting with a male end cap with a 1/16 inch hole
drilled in it.

6. 90º elbows
7. 45º elbows
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8. PVC T connectors
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9. Half-inch PVC pipe joiners

How It Works
The whole thing goes like this.
1.
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Standing at the kitchen window, you notice the wildlife water dishes are
getting low on water.
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2.

You reach down and press X10 #1 On.

3.

The X10 sends a radio signal to your garage where you have an X10 radio
receiver plugged in

4.

The X10 radio receiver has an AC output built into it

5.

The X10 built-in AC outlet goes to a 110 to 24 VAC transformer’s input

6.

The transformer’s output is hooked to a Rainbird 24 V water valve that has
been re-plumbed from ½ inch female pipe fittings to a female garden hose
fitting on the input side and a male garden hose fitting on the output side

7.

A garden hose from the house is connected to the Rainbird valve’s input side

8.

The valve’s output side is connected via garden hose to a female garden hose
to ½ inch PVC pipe female adaptor

9.

The PVC pipe runs over to the first water drop and fills the dish from above

10. The PVC then runs to the remainder of the water dish locations.
11. When the water dishes are filled to your satisfaction, you press X10 #1 Off.
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Inside the tiny junction box, the 110 VAC from the X10
radio receiver module is connected to the AC input
wires of the 110 VAC to 24 VAC transformer by wire
nuts inside the junction box. The transformer is attached
to the bottom of the junction box.

The output wires of the transformer (the 24 VAC) is connected to the power wires
of the Rainbird 24 V water valve with wire nuts inside the junction box. Here we
see the garden hose from the hose bib outside the house attached to the left side of
the Rainbird valve and the right side attached to a white garden hose that leads out
to the PVC piping starting point.
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Here’s the other end of the same white garden hose going into the PVC pipe system.
Ace Hardware did not have garden hose female to half inch PVC pipe adaptors.
That’s why this photo shows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the white garden hose coming in from the top
the garden hose female to ¾ inch female adaptor
a short piece of ¾ inch pipe
a ¾ inch pipe female to threaded ¾ inch female adaptor
A ¾ inch threaded male to half inch female
A short piece of half inch pipe to
A half inch T
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The left side of the T goes to a large terracotta no-hole saucer while the right
side of the T goes to the metal bird bath. Note: the piece of rebar tied down to
the top of the plant saucer prevents the javelina from using the saucer as a bath
tub which makes the water very dirty.
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Making The Water Drops
To work on the water drop points you need a portable, battery-operated drill and a
set of small drill bits.
You then go around over the course of several days and try various sizes of “leak”
fittings for each water drop. The object of this part of the operation is to even out
the delivery rates so that all the dishes become full at roughly the same time.
Probably the best way is to pre-drill some of your PVC end caps to 1/16 inch. Then,
one by one remove the slowpokes (take too long to fill their dish) one by one and
drill their end cap one drill size bigger. Continue in this fashion until you even out
the water delivery to all the dishes and bird baths.
For the bird bath, I drilled the water exit hole in a straight PVC pipe joiner as the
pipe runs across the bird bath. The joiners is hidden beneath the upper (unused)
feature of the bird bath. The joiner’s 1/16 inch hole is mounted pointing straight
down. This run of PVC ends in a 90º elbow and an end cap with a hole drilled in it
that fills the water dish below.
That’s it. It takes a few days to get it all right, but then you can enjoy it for a long
time.

It’s Worth The Trouble
So far we’ve provided water for:

• doves
• quail
• finches
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•
•
•
•
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chickadees
Arizona Cardinals
blackbirds (singing in the dead of night)
true Cardinals
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• Feral parrots
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• road runners

• lizards of every description
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• non-poisonous snakes. Here’s a thirsty black racer
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• Gila Monster
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• all white hawk
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• Red Tailed Hawks
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• Cooper’s Hawks
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• Harris Hawks
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• wild Pheasant
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• Herron

• several huge Vultures
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• Fox

• bunnies
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• Coyotes
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• Javelina
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• baby javelina
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• a desert tortoise
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• horny toads being horny. With their markings, they’re really hard to see.
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• bobcats and
• deer.
The more Big Oil heats up and dries out the entire world, the hotter
and dryer our Mojave Desert becomes. There is no water in this
desert. Our wildlife visitors value our permanent water features. We
value their company so we provide a little birdseed and water. They
entertain us a lot.
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12–How 2 Make A Drip System
See the chapter 11 for more ideas.

When there are wild animals around, common drip systems don’t work because the
animals chew through the ¼ in drip lines. Soaker hose is easy to chew so that
doesn’t work either. Here’s a plan that will work for you.
1.

Get enough half inch schedule 40 PVC pipes to go around to all your plants.
Get a garden hose female to female half inch pipe adaptor
Get plenty of straight-line joiners, 45º joiners and 90º joiners.
Get several 1/16 inch drills.
Get a cordless drill if you don’t already have one.
A white RV-style feeder hose to run between the home’s hose bib and the
pipe adaptor. Leave this feeder hose attached to the irrigation system.

2.

Lay the pipe so that it passes close by all the plants you want to irrigate. Use
the joiners WITHOUT using PVC cleaner or PVC glue. Just press the pipes
and joiners together. A friction-fit is all you need.

3.

Put a 1/16” drill in your cordless drill. Walk around and everywhere you
want to irrigate, drill a hole angled toward the plant.
• One hole near a small or baby plant
• Two holes near a medium size plant
• Three holes near a large plant.
At the end of the line, put a half inch pipe cap to stop the water running out.
The holes should be drilled at a slight angle from the vertical, aimed towards
their plant.
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If possible make a U around trees at the drip line to water them. The drip
line is where rain water falling on the tree would run off onto the ground.

Open the hose bib then close it just until you feel the valve start to seat. Then use
your index finger as a minute hand pointing at 12 midnight. Turn the water on to
about 10 PM only. Set a timer for 2 hours. Each time you irrigate, walk the line to
make sure all the jets are still jetting water. Also make sure the pipe joiners have not
come apart.
Need more water for a plant? Just go out with your 1/16 inch drill and drill another
hole.
Because the jet holes are so small compared to the pipe size, quite a long pipe will
still work. If the end of the line has feeble jets of water, add another pipe with a T
joiner and run this pipe (or a garden hose) to the end of the pipe so that the hose bib
water pressure is applied to BOTH ends of the pipe.
Most people feel it’s best to irrigate before the sun comes up to eliminate almost all
evaporation.
Stop your system when a suitable size puddle appears at each plant. The first time
or two will teach you how long to irrigate with this system.
Your plants will be very happy. This will make you happy too.
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13–How 2 Set Up A Web Hosting System
The Fundamentals
In this chapter I will explain how to use
Ping

To find out if a domain name is available
WITHOUT letting a squatter get wind of your
inquiry

A registrar

To set up your domain name

A hosting company

To host your web page file-set

Sparkle app

To author your web page

DO NOT use a whois system. Using whois enables squatters to detect the domain
name you’re thinking of buying and capture it before you do. Then, the squatter will
“camp out” on your domain name to prevent you from acquiring it! The domain
thief hopes you will offer money to buy “back” your domain name. ALWAYS use
the Mac’s Terminal app to PING for the domain name you’d like to purchase.
DO NOT let your web hosting provider also be your registrar. ALWAYS keep web
hosting and registrar services separated. If you web hosting company is damaged
by, for example, a take over by the disgraced EIG, you’re stuck. You can’t point
your domain name at a new hosting company because your domain name is owned
by the hosting company you want to “fire.”

A Small Orange was quietly acquired in 2012. They were
acquired by a behemoth in the hosting industry called
Endurance International Group (NASDAQ: EIGI) which owns
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dozens of brands including some of the largest and most well
known hosting companies: Blue Host, Host Gator, Host
Monster, Just Host, Site5, iPage, Arvixe and more.
EIG has a very bad reputation in the web hosting world. If you
ask most industry veterans they will tell you to run to the hills
when it comes to EIG. The oft-repeated story is EIG acquires a
hosting company, migrates them to their platform and the
quality of service falls off a cliff. The best example of this is
perhaps their migration to their Provo, UT data-center which
had a catastrophic outage in 2013. This outage was huge. The
impact dropped four of EIG's largest brands many percentage
points in the Review Signal rankings in a single day. But these
major outages continue to happen.

BEFORE you do anything fir the first time, or do something that your instincts tell
you might be provocative, always single-click your Sparkle datafile (like
sherman.sparkle) and press Command +D (duplicate). The first time the backup file
will be sherman.sparkle copy. The next time the filename will be
shermansite.sparkle copy 2. If disaster strikes, just
duplicate the last duplicate Sparkle file,
delete the original sherman.sparkle file and
Rename the last sherman.sparkle copy to the name sherman.sparkle
and you’re back in business.
Apple did a dirty trick for all people who publish web pages! They ended FTP
services at their OS named High Sierra. In my essays (to follow) I enjoy the fact the
the makers of Sparkle app built a WORKING FTP into their software. Apple’s toxic
move hinders all FTP software but not the custom-written FTP inside of Sparkle.
Long Live Sparkle!
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Getting Your Domain Name
1.

Ping for a domain name you have in mind—to see if it is already taken. If it
is not, you can acquire it.

2.

Press Command + (space) to open the Find window.

3.

Type Terminal and press Return

4.

In the Terminal window type
ping -c1 yourdomainname.com
(the -c1 prevents the ping from endlessly repeating)

5.

Very simple. If the ping gives an echo (1 packet received) your chosen
domain is taken. You have to find another one. Just for laughs, I typed
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yourdomainname.com Believe it or not, that domain name is taken.

6.

Here’s the result for shermaniscool.com

Ah hah! The result Unknown host means you can have this domain name.
7.

Contact hover and BUY (do not Whois) the domain name you want. If your
registrar INSISTS in you using whois call or live chat with them for
customer service BUT AVOID USING WHOIS.
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8.

Next comes the propagation of your new domain name around the world.
You can watch this happen by browsing https://www.whatsmydns.net/ and
typing in your just-purchased domain name. Here’s an example map for
google.com Mostly green check marks. Google must be banned in some
locations. Most likely your domain name will get all green checkmarks.

9.

When your new site has propagated, it’s time for the next step: hooking up
to your web hosting provider
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14–Hooking Up To Your Web Hosting
Provider
When you have (or purchase) web hosting, you get an armload of important data,
usually in a Welcome email. In this email you will find your two (or more) Domain
Name Server (DNS) addresses. These must be copied and pasted into the domain
name fields at hover.com (after you log in and and with your account screen
displaying). Here is my Registrar’s account screen. Your web host’s DNS strings
might look like this.
n1s.yourwebhostname.com
n2s.yourwebhostname.com
Return to your Registrar and log in. Somewhere on the display you’ll see a pop-up
menu named EDIT.

Click this to display the menu.
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Click EDIT DNS.

Copy and paste the two nameserver strings you received in your web hosting
Welcome email. If your web host provided more than two, enter these also by
clicking + ANOTHER NAMESERVER.
Click SAVE NAMESERVERS.
Done.
When you can type your chosen domain name in your favorite (modern) browser
and you see a “tune in later” message, you registrar work and web hosting work are
done.
Next you need to design an publish your web pages using (for this example) the
Sparkle app.
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Creating A Website With Sparkle
1.

Purchase your copy of Sparkle.

2.

Send your browser to
https://sparkleapp.com/docs/
Click on the Topics button and then the topic you want to study.

3.

Send your browser to
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYoInDCDgpHMYKj06-KCT0g/videos
And watch the training movies there. Play the training movies over and over
until the entirety of each movie sounds friendly and familiar.

4.

Create a test page consisting of the words HELLO WORLD. (This is
traditional.)

5.

Press Command + S to save your Sparkle file to your hard drive.

Now, you must set up the Sparkle FTP interface. Press Command E to export your
file.
Click the Setup button.
Click the Add button.
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In the Web Address type your website’s domain name.

Click the Next button.
Fill in the FTP server name provided by your hosting company.
Fill in your FTP username.
Type in your FTP Password.
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Click Next.
If the FTP Server name, FTP username and Password were typed correctly, you
should see the progress of uploading HELLO WORLD. There is a secret to typing
passwords. If you think you made an error, you DID. Erase it and type it again.
Now, when you type your website in the browser’s location line you will see
HELLO WORLD instead of the “tune in later” message.
As you work on your website, using the knowledge you gained from watching the
library of Sparkle training movies, don’t forget to press
Command + s (save) and
Command + e (export)
from time to time.
Always view your website in a browser before considering your last round of edits
complete.
The result of all these steps is that:
1.

An individual somewhere in the world types your domain name

2.

The request is handled by the closest domain name server which sends the
visitor to your web hosting company

3.

The web hosting company recognizes your domain name and sends back the
home page (index.html) that you created for your website to the visitor’s
browser.
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15–How 2 Set Up A Subdomain Website
Once you’re “off and running” with publishing to your main website, the time may
come when you want to build another website using a subdomain.
If your primary domain is
shermankeene.com
And you want to add a subdomain named
sadderdaytimes.com
follow these steps.
1.

Use the ping method to search for the domain name you want to use.

2.

Visit your registrar and purchase the domain name WITHOUT using whois.

3.

Log into your web hosting company’s site and sign in. Most web hosting
businesses use the Apache server so you will recognize many of these screen
shots.
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4.

Click on Hosting List.

5.

Click on GO TO CPANEL (control panel).
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6.

Under Domains click on Addon Domains

7.

Provide the details for your new subdomain.
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For A New Domain Name

type your new domain name like sadderdaytimes

For Subdomain

type sadderdaytimes

For Document Root

leave this blank

BE SURE TO CHECK THE “CREATE AN FTP ACCOUNT” checkbox! If you do
not check this box Sparkle will not be able to send your pages to the web host via
FTP.
IF YOU FORGET TO CHECK THE “CREATE AN FTP ACCOUNT” box, you
can’t add it later, so you will have to kill your subdomain and go back and re-build
it again.
For FTP Username

type the FTP username give to you by the hosting
company

For Password

type a strong password. WRITE DOWN YOUR
FTP USERNAME AND FTP PASSWORD IN
YOUR 3 X 4 INCH RING BINDER MINIBOOK! Keep your passwords in this book. DO
NOT use the Apple Keychain

When you can type your subdomain name in your browser’s location field and see
an empty folder with only CGI-BIN folder in it you’re up and running. Have
Sparkle upload your website and enjoy it.
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16–Other Books By The Author
A complete list of books by this author is always available at

www.shermankeene.com
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